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Read now to learn all about creating
a Dope Bio That Gets You Paid.

www.samiajay.com



A B O U T  M E

I'm an Instagram Growth Coach
who helps Queens Monetize

their Audience  
It takes 13 milliseconds for people to decide

whether to follow you or not! Your Bio Should

be your strongest selling point, It should tell

them who you are and how you can help them.

In this Guide I will show you how to drive your

Bio From Zero To hero! 



"We Live in an era where everything is Digital, and
everyone wanna learn how to Make money Online
so make sure, you jump on the Business Of Course 

 Creation, and Create a Life of Total Financial
Freedom, Cause you Deserve it"
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MOT IVAT IONAL  QUOTE   
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BOSS  LADY  B IO  FORMULA

Title: Think About your Title deeply,

think how you want people to

describe you, don't use Titles your

Ideal Clients Won't understand.  

Benefits:  Nobody will follow you

for no reason, Nobody will spend a

dime on you if you don't offer

Value to them. 

Ideal Audience: You  should be

clear who is your audience and

what they are passionate about,

create a Clear List of your Ideal

Clients.



 

How can they contact you? This is a very basic and crucial part

of an Instagram bio that so many people neglect. If I was a

customer and wanted to buy your product or service, how can

I do it?

For those with a Personal Instagram account, simply choose

either your phone number, website, email address or physical

address to invite your audience to connect with you and list it

in your bio. If you have an Instagram Business account,

however, feel free to utilize the contact buttons to make it

easy for your followers to buy your product or service.

.

CONTACT INFORMATION
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What does your audience NEED? To prep your bio for

sales, you need to serve your ideal client before you

ever sell to them. Ask yourself what your client needs

and then give it to them (in exchange for their email

address) to build loyalty and trust with that person.

Once they've opted in to receive the free gift, you can

continue serving them to eventually lead up to the sale.

 

 

FREEB IES  &  LEAD MAGNETS
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Type of Freebies you can Offer 
Your free gift can be an e-book, PDF, checklist, video tutorial,

discount code, or anything else your ideal customer would find

valuable. Over the years, I've tested various free gifts for my

audience, here are a few examples:

SAMIAJAY.COM

01
02
03
04

Cheat sheets:  I love cheat sheets. They are a

mashup of a checklist + guide. The goal is to keep it

to no more than 3 pages long and it should provide

everything that your reader needs to know to get

moving on the topic.

 Quizzes are one of my favorite types of lead-

magnet tools to use. They’re engaging and

entertaining for the user. And they allow you, to 

 grow your Email List without any extra work!

Productivity Planners are great lead magnet ideas

because literally, any business can implement them.

They are quick to create too.

eBooks are one of the best lead magnets you can

offer – provided they give true value. eBooks give

your leads something more valuable and informative

than just a simple checklist or infographic

https://neilpatel.com/blog/the-beginners-guide-to-crafting-interactive-content/


Start using Emojis in Your Bio, it makes it

more colourful and attractive! Plus they are

used to convey information and break up the

text.

Bonus Tips 

You Can Searchable Hashtags in your Bio,

Game Changer way to get your followers' eyes 

 on your account! For example #miami to get

discovered Locally. 

Use  Hashtags 

You can put a dash after your name, followed

by what you do, such IG Coach. Example:

Samia Jay| Social Media Coach 

Put  YourTitle in your Name Feed



Worksheet  00

QUESTION & ANSWER WORKSHEET
TITLE IN BRIEF

1) Write a  short
descript ion about your 
 ideal  audience.  

2) Start  Brainstorming
Ideas  on your IG Tit le .

4) Insert  Here your
Favorite  Inf luencers  that
inspires  you so you can
recreate few of  their
Posts .   

3)  Create a  List  of
Hashtags in your Nich
and Save them on your
Notes .  



Are you ready?
 

I hope this guide Helped you to get better insights on 

 how you should create a winning Bio That gets you

more followers and customers, Make sure to check the

IG Money Bootcamp, to start learning the Game of

Instagram and Audience's Monetization. 
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I ' M  I N !  Y E S !

http://samiajay.com/

